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ABSTRACT
Clinical reasoning is the process by which veterinary surgeons integrate a multitude of clinical and contextual
factors to make decisions about the diagnoses, treatment options and prognoses of their patients. The brain
utilises two methods to achieve this: type one and type two reasoning. Type one relies on shortcuts such as
pattern-recognition and heuristics to deduce answers without involving working memory. Type two uses
working memory to deliberately compute logical analyses. Both reasoning methods have sources of errors,
and research has shown that diagnostic accuracy is increased when they are used together when problemsolving. Despite this, it appears unlikely that clinical reasoning ‘skill’ can be improved; instead, the most
effective way to improve reasoning performance experimentally appears to be by increasing and rearranging
knowledge. As yet, there is no evidence that overall clinical reasoning error can be reduced in practice.

INTRODUCTION
Many times a day, practising veterinary surgeons in all domains have to make clinical decisions regarding the
appropriate diagnosis, treatment and prognosis of their patients. Not only do these decisions rest on the
clinical presentation of the animal before them, but also on a myriad of contextual factors including finances,
available equipment, resources and client wishes (Everitt, 2011; and Durning et al., 2012). The amalgamation
and rationalisation of the clinical and contextual factors of a case into a decision is known as clinical reasoning.
This article aims to explain the reasoning process used by veterinary surgeons and explore possible ways to
improve our clinical decision-making skills.

DISSCUSSION
How do veterinary surgeons perform clinical reasoning?
Clinical decisions are made in the same way that humans make hundreds of other, major and minor, decisions
within their daily lives. To understand the mental processes that embody clinical reasoning, we must look
towards cognitive psychology, the scientific study of cognitive abilities (Norman, 2005). Researchers in this
field have determined that humans use two overarching reasoning methods, known as type one and type two
reasoning. These two systems have their own unique advantages and disadvantages, hence our need for both.
The fundamental difference between the two types of reasoning is their utilisation of working memory
(Stanovich & Toplak, 2012; and Evans & Stanovich, 2013). Working memory functions like a ‘whiteboard’ for
our brain, it temporarily holds information to make it available for processing, and then either discards that
information or stores it in long-term memory (Baddeley, 2003; and Van Merrienboer & Sweller, 2010). It is
responsible for our reasoning activities and thus behaviours, but has a very limited capacity. You have
probably experienced this when trying to remember an address, or a phone number; after a certain load is
reached, you lose the ability to store or process information. Distractions play a key role in the effectivity of
working memory, they take up space, and thus reduce the ability to reason. This includes both cognitive tasks
and environmental distractions, both of which are common occurrences within a veterinary consultation
(Mamede et al., 2017; and Norman et al., 2016).
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Working memory involvement provides the distinction between the two reasoning methods (Stanovich,
Toplak 2012). Let us first consider type two reasoning, which uses our working memory to process information
and reach a decision. This system is usually slow, analytical and consciously directed by the clinician (Eva
2005). It is an important process as it allows us to think abstractly, and separate relevant and non-relevant
elements of a problem. There are several specific reasoning modes we can use within this system, including
hypothetico-deductive reasoning, where a hypothesis is tested (‘If there is an infection then I should find
elevated leucocytes’) – and inductive reasoning, where data is used to reach a conclusion (‘There are elevated
leucocytes therefore there could be an infection’) (Croskerry, 2009; and Evans & Stanovich, 2013). In addition
to these modes, we can apply frameworks to assist with problem solving – for example, the use of decision
analysis, whereby quantitative calculations are used to determine the treatment option most likely to succeed
(Cockcroft 2007). This is also where evidence-based medicine can assist with decision-making, as the findings
are incorporated into analytical processes.
In comparison, type one reasoning is defined by non-reliance on working memory (Stanovich, Toplak 2012).
This means that type one strategies must occur without deliberate thought – usually making them quick and
effortless (Croskerry, 2009). This allows us to make judgements in our daily life that we cannot afford to spend
time computing – for example, reasoning that the animal coming towards you is very large, with big ears and a
trunk and therefore must be an elephant. Rather than having to consciously calculate this, we can instantly
recognise the pattern that is the ‘approaching elephant’ and act accordingly. If humans were unable to utilise
type one reasoning for this purpose, we would struggle to achieve anything, as we would spend the majority
of our time trying to decipher the world around us (Thammasitboon & Cutrer, 2013).
There are, again, several modes that can be implemented within the group of type one reasoning techniques
(all selected and used unconsciously). These range from innate heuristics used by our brains to ‘save space’, to
learned associations through repeated exposure until the point of automaticity (Croskerry, 2009). Pattern
recognition (as per the elephant example above) is commonly used by clinicians (Eva, 2005; and May, 2013).
This entails recognising patterns based on either a prototype (a previous case that matches) or an exemplar
(amalgamation of experience of several cases that form a set of ‘general rules’)(Evans and Stanovich, 2013).
The brain reacts to a trigger (often a case presentation) that stimulates retrieval of a relevant
exemplar/prototype – for example, an 8-year-old entire bitch presenting with increased thirst and severe
lethargy 6 weeks post-oestrus might trigger ‘pyometra’ exemplar retrieval without conscious thought by the
clinician. Context has been shown to be very important in pattern recognition, with studies finding that noncontributing aspects of a condition can be stored within an exemplar (Hatala et al., 1999). For veterinary
surgeons this might include characteristics such as coat colour or approachability, factors which often are not
related to the clinical condition.
Another commonly used mode of type one reasoning is the unconscious application of heuristics. These are
‘shortcuts’ that our brains use to save energy and process problems more quickly (Croskerry, 2009a; Stanovich
& Toplak, 2012). For example, when searching for a possible diagnosis, previous salient diagnoses (perhaps
recent, or with a strong emotional impact) will be assumed to be more common and thus more likely – this is
the availability heuristic (Norman et al. 2017). Stereotypes are another example of a heuristic that can impact
clinical reasoning; have your assumptions of the likelihood that an owner will pay for a particular treatment, or
the assumption that certain breeds of dog will be likely to be suffering from certain conditions, ever impacted
on your decision-making? It may seem that the use of these heuristics would be detrimental to the reasoning
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process, however that is not necessarily the case, as they have developed from an evolutionary need to reason
quickly and, for the most part, accurately (Croskerry, 2009a).
The key properties of the two types of reasoning are summarised in Table 1.

Table 1. Types of reasoning: A comparison of features of type one and type two reasoning (Croskerry, 2009b;
and Stanovich & Toplak, 2012)

Sources of error in reasoning
Both type one and type two reasoning have weaknesses that need to be managed in order to ensure
successful use (Norman et al. 2017). We have already discussed the main limitations of type two reasoning,
which are inherent in the nature of the process: time and working memory consumption (Eva 2005). Type one
reasoning can be flawed by the shortcuts it relies on, which become known as cognitive biases when they fail
(Klein 2005). The most significant of these within medical fields is premature closure (Graber, 2005), which
occurs when other possible differentials are not considered once the first diagnosis is reached. Another
example is the tendency for clinicians to search out information that confirms their working diagnosis, and
disregard information that opposes it; this is known as confirmation bias (Eva & Norman, 2005). Type one
processes are also highly context-bound and as such can be influenced by emotions, which under certain
circumstances could cause reasoning error (Croskerry, Norman 2008; Slovic et al. 2004).
Interestingly, research examining the impact of educating clinicians to detect their own cognitive biases has
shown no effect on diagnostic accuracy (Shimizu et al., 2013; and Sherbino et al., 2014). There is also no strong
evidence to suggest that attempting to activate type two processes and slow the decision-making process
down will improve diagnostic accuracy (Norman et al. 2017). In the past, type one reasoning was thought to be
inaccurate and thus was discouraged, particularly in students. However, a multitude of research has now
shown that type one is, at the very least, as accurate as type two reasoning; if not more so (Coderre et al.,
2003; and Eva, 2005). The most effective strategy, however, has been shown to be a combination of the two –
dual-process reasoning (Ark et al., 2006).

Dual-process reasoning
Dual-process reasoning, illustrated in Figure 1, is the use of both type one and type two reasoning to solve a
problem. In reality, all reasoning that occurs in non-laboratory conditions is dual-process, as we cannot stop
intuitive type one processes taking over when they are able to, nor use them when there are no pattern or
heuristics triggered (Evans & Stanovich, 2013).
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Dual-process reasoning starts when a stimulus (here, the clinical history and presentation of an animal)
triggers type one methods to begin. There has been debate in the literature about whether it is possible to
also trigger type two reasoning at the outset, but this seems unlikely due to the fast and unconscious nature of
type one processes; they will, essentially, get there first (Croskerry, 2009a; and Evans & Stanovich, 2013). It is
possible, however, that pattern recognition will not be able to offer a solution to the problem, in which case
type two methods take over automatically. This would be the point at which the clinician would first be
consciously aware of their thought processes, as they try and solve the problem analytically. As they do this,
pattern recognition and heuristics will be still be used wherever possible, remembering that these are not
controlled by the clinician. In fact, the most the clinician can do is be aware that heuristics have been used and
‘double-check’ the conclusions they suggest. This leads to a fluid system where clinicians change between the
two systems of reasoning frequently, eventually reaching a conclusion. There may be any combination of
periods of logical problem solving and periods of automaticity (Croskerry et al. 2014).
Dual-process reasoning allows for the weaknesses of both types of decision-making to be minimised; type one
will prevent cognitive overload and save time, whilst type two will resist bias and lack of experience. However,
it is important to be aware that the weaknesses of both methods can still impact decision-making, particularly
in the face of lack of knowledge (Evans & Stanovich, 2013).

Figure 1. Dual-process reasoning. The dual-process model of clinical reasoning in a diagnostic situation,
adapted from Croskerry (2009a).

Improving clinical reasoning
Diagnostic error has been found to occur in 10–15% of medical cases (Graber et al., 2005; and Graber, 2013). It
is likely that diagnostic error is a significant problem within veterinary medicine also (Oxtoby et al. 2015), but
data is not available to estimate prevalence. This concerning figure has promoted much investigation into the
improvement of clinical reasoning skills in both students and experienced clinicians. However, as previously
noted, mechanisms to reduce error that initially seemed promising, removing cognitive biases and adopting
analytical processes, have been shown not to impact diagnostic accuracy (Norman et al. 2017).
So how can clinical reasoning be improved? The answer is not particularly surprising; studies have indicated
that the presence and arrangement of knowledge appears to have the biggest impact on improving medical
reasoning performance (Norman, 1989; Dory et al., 2010; and Norman et al., 2017). This is supported by a
phenomenon known as ‘content specificity’, whereby reasoning accuracy depends on the case knowledge and
not on the level of ‘reasoning skill’ of the practitioner; i.e. performing well on one case does not predict
performance on a different case (Norman, 2005; Dory et al., 2010). The implication is that there appears to be
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no shortcut to effective reasoning that we can employ as clinicians, or teach to students. What is required is
extensive accessible knowledge, not the ‘heard it in a lecture once’ kind of knowledge (Norman et al., 2017).
The knowledge used for clinical reasoning resides within illness scripts, mental models of specific illnesses
which are stored in long-term memory (Charlin et al., 2007; and Schmidt & Rikers, 2007). Veterinary surgeons
have many of them; ranging from common disorders such as flea allergy, to rare but important diseases such
as bovine spongiform encephalopathy. Information including signs, epidemiology and treatment options are
stored together in this way. When presented with a new patient problem, the brain will automatically search
through the bank of scripts until one that matches the patient’s condition is found. If there is a direct match,
type one reasoning can process the script without the need for working memory involvement. If there are
discrepancies between reality and the script, type two reasoning will be required to fill in the gaps (Cutrer et
al., 2013). Illness scripts exist at varying levels of completion – for instance, a student that has only learnt
about a particular disease in a lecture will have script that is mostly incomplete. A veterinary surgeon that has
been practising for many years and has encountered the disease countless times with a variety of clinical
presentations and outcomes will have, in comparison, a much more robust script.
It is therefore logical that veterinary students should focus on obtaining in-depth knowledge of the common
conditions that they will be required to treat regularly in practice, including experiencing a range of possible
clinical presentations and treatment options (May 2013). Having the necessary background knowledge allows
for analytical processes (type two reasoning) to be used, particularly alongside reasoning frameworks. Refining
this knowledge through clinical experience leads to development of more complete illness scripts, which allow
for the benefits of type one reasoning to also be used.
But what about experienced veterinary surgeons, with knowledge sufficient to have built complex scripts?
Several studies have indicated that rearrangement of knowledge may be effective in improving diagnostic
accuracy in experienced practitioners (Norman et al. 2017). Research has focused on the use of structured
reflection for this purpose; revisiting a conclusion (no matter which initial reasoning type was used) and reevaluating the evidence leading to it, considering possible alternatives (Mamede et al., 2008). It is thought that
the reflective process impacts upon the storage and retrieval of knowledge, however, the mechanism for this
is not yet known. Based on this finding, other methods of retrieving and reorganising knowledge may also have
a role in improving clinical reasoning through increasing script functionality; for example, the framework for
problem-based inductive clinical reasoning developed by Maddison et al. (2015), which provides a logical
approach to decision-making in practice.
The eventual goal should be to form complete illness scripts that allow type one reasoning, thus saving time
and working-memory for other clinical tasks, such as communication and calculations. However, effective type
two reasoning is vital to reach this point.

Problem solved?
Reducing error in clinical reasoning has been considered important to improve patient safety within medicine
and, more recently, veterinary medicine (Oxtoby et al., 2015). However, evidence is lacking which
demonstrates that errors in the process of clinical reasoning can be significantly reduced (Eva & Norman,
2005; and Norman et al., 2017). Thus, we may need to circumvent the inaccuracy of human reasoning to
improve patient outcomes.
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Evidence-based medicine (EBM) and decision support systems (DSS) provide two possible options for achieving
this. The former uses clinical research findings to suggest a course of action, the latter uses databases
consisting of qualitative and quantitative information and decision-making algorithms (Cockcroft & Holmes,
2008). Their ability to influence the daily practice of veterinary surgeons is as yet unconfirmed and their use is
dependent upon sufficient time and resources being available (Vandeweerd et al. 2012). However, further
research into the potential for EBM and DSS to improve clinical outcomes in veterinary patients is warranted.

CONCLUSION
There are two methods of clinical reasoning used by humans: type one, which does not rely on working
memory, and type two, which does. The former is usually fast and unconscious, whereas the latter is usually
slow and deliberate. Both methods have been found to be most effective when used in combination, as dualprocess reasoning. Whilst we might be tempted to assume that type one reasoning leads to the majority of
errors, this is not the case. In fact, the evidence suggests that increasing knowledge is the only way to reliably
improve reasoning performance. There may also be a role for knowledge reorganisation in improving
reasoning, although this needs further exploration. There is, as yet, no evidence that improving clinical
reasoning will lead to reduced diagnostic error in practice.
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